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Correction of the exam 

                          TCST 

A/ Reading Interpretation: (07 pts) 

1.  The text above is : (1pt)    c) a report 

 2.  Are these statements true or false according to the text? (02 pts) 
False- false- false- true 
 3. Answer the following questions according to the text.     (3 pts) 

a)  Ronaldo Harmer( the policeman) reports the events. 
b) No, he didn’t. 
c) It was money in the bag. 
4. Who/what do the underlined words refer to in the text?     (1pt)      

I = Ronaldo Harmer                         she= a woman                               He = the man/ Don 
B/ Text Exploration                   08pts 
1.    A/ find in the text words that are closet in meaning of the following (1.5pts) 

Trouble=problem         questioned =asked          study=investigation 

        B/ find in the text words that are opposite in meaning of the following (1.5pts) 

Similar=/=different                               less=/=full                                 empty=/=full 

2. - Fill in the following table.       (2pt) 

Noun Adjective Adverb 

politness polite              politely 

cheerfulness cheerful        Cheerfully  

        kindness     kind kindly 

hardness hard hard 

 
  3.  Write sentence “b” so that it means the same as sentence “a”   (1.5 pts) 

           a) Mayssa asked the policemen, “Why do you want to arrest this woman?” 
           b) Mayssa asked the policemen why he wanted to arrest this woman. 
           a) He said, “I waste much of my free time reading books and watching TV. “ 
           b) He said that he wasted much of his free time reading books and watching TV. 
           a) The officer said:” open your bag.” 
           b) The officer ordered me to open my bag. 

4. Circle the silent letter in the following words (01 pt) 

               1/   would       2/   lights            3/   yacht         4/   castle             

5. Complete the following paragraph with the appropriate word from the following list:(02 pts) 

                                           watching, relaxing, picture, both 

        We can learn a lot from both books and television. However, I prefer watching television because 
it is more relaxing Moreover, you have the sound and the picture which helps you understand better. 
Therefore, I spend more time watching TV than reading books. 
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